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EDITORIAL 
 

The New Year was welcomed in as usual at the Hunter’s Lodge, and in the few weeks since then the 

caving seems to have gone on apace. A much-awaited dig in Eastwater's Morton’s Pot is yielding steadily 

to the efforts of a joint BEC/WCC digging team; Pete and Alison Moody and Dave Morrison are racing to 

be the first with a breakthrough under the floor of Longwood Valley; Swildon’s Hole is slowly revealing 

fragments of passage here and there - in fact if the impetus continues 1981 should see the discovery of a 

fair amount of passage where the hand of Man has never yet set foot. Even your Hon. Chainman has been 

seen underground a few times, albeit having difficulty in various narrow bits thanks to the Xmas diet of 

excess food and drink. 

 

This edition of the Journal contains a mixture of delights, from an account of early caving right through to 

recent discoveries. In particular, Willie Stanton's report on water tracing should warm a few diggers to 

their tasks. 

 

Good reading, Good, caving, and Good digging in 1981. 

 

 

CLUB NEWS 
 

Abstracts from the minutes of the Committee Meeting held on January 11th at Upper Pitts. 

 

 

Ben Dors A £10 donation has been made to the Priddy Church Organ fund in memory of Ben Dors, and a 

letter of thanks was received from the Vicar. 

 

Keys Members are asked to be careful with cave and hut keys, to ensure that none fall into the hands of 

non-members. The spare hut key was lost, and has had to be replaced. 

 

Tackle In spite of previous appeals, badly rolled ladders and tackle damaged by misuse are still being 

returned. Some new rope will shortly become available; please clean it thoroughly after use. The grit left 

in does untold, and unrecognised damage. A Journal article on the care of tackle will appear shortly. 

There are some new tethers and belays in stock, and more will soon be made. 

 

Caving Politics There was a meeting of the Council of Southern Caving Clubs on January 10th, attended 

by the Secretary, with John Deal and Dave Morrison as observers. For some time CSCC has been in 

discussion with NCA regarding the nature and conduct of the Tackle and Equipment sub-committee of 

the NCA. The CSCC feels that this has become unrepresentative of the NCA membership, and over-

dominated by commercial opinion. The recent trend towards absolute recommendations with regard to 

equipment is particularly worrying to CSCC on both legal and moral grounds. We feel that well-founded 

advice has its place, but we would not wish to see an increased regimentation of caving or the imposition 

of standards, thus eliminating the manufacture of tackle for one's own use. The Wessex is therefore 

supporting the stand taken by CSCC regarding these tendencies. 

 

Subscriptions An unpaid members list is enclosed - are you on it? 

 

Sales Carbide will soon be on sale again at Upper Pitts, at 50p per pound. It was agreed in principle to 

have two price lists, thus effectively offering certain goods to members at a reduced price. 

 

M. R.O. A radio receiver has been fitted in the Lounge, for use during rescues. It will either wail (like a 

police siren) or speak to you, For the time being, it is intended to call cavers quickly to the MRO store at 

the Belfry, though in due course a transmitter will also be installed. 
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Eric Hensler Our congratulations go to Eric Hensler, who is to marry Mary Hazelton at Berkhamsted on 

March 7th. Mary is the niece of the late Brigadier Glennie, and was once a member of the Wessex serving 

on the Committee. She is an Honorary Member of BCRA., and a Vice President of the SWCC. Eric, of 

course, is a Wessex member, and President of the WSG. So as Eric says, things are tied up nicely between 

them. 

 

Lamb Leer The engineers who inspected the fixed aids have pronounced them safe, though they suggest 

that no more than four cavers stand on the platform above the main pitch at any one time. They 

recommend an extra scaffold bar on the front of the platform to allow lifelines to run smoothly, and some 

repair work on the entrance ladder. This work is in hand. 

 

Browns Folly Mine This is now gated, and a key is held by the Wessex. Swan Mine will soon be locked 

as well. Visitors are asked to lock themselves in, to avoid the possibility of others entering and getting 

locked in by mistake. 

 

Withyhill Cave This was broken into in November, and the gate destroyed. There will be no trips allowed 

until the damage has been repaired, hopefully in mid-February. There are plans to make Withyhill and 

Shatter Caves into show caves. 

 

G.B. A collapse took place below the Bridge on Christmas Day. Cavers are advised to treat the area with 

great respect. 

 

Swildon’s Hole The MRO has supplied a new line for Sump I, which has been installed by the Wessex. 

 

 (continued on page 128) 

 

MENDIP NOTES 
 

 

 

 

 

Wimblestone 

 

 

Move on down the cave, please As the decades go by, it is sad to witness the gradual despoliation of once 

well-decorated caves through mindless vandalism and careless clobbering, but solutions to this age-old 

problem have never been easy to come by. Gating and leadership schemes have their supporters, and 

there is even a small number of conservation minded cavers who hold that the best hope for the survival 

of 'grotto caves' lies in commercialising them and subjecting them to the rigid controls of show cave 

management. 

 

If you belong to the latter school, then the news that Fairy Cave Quarry may go the way of Gough's Cave 

in the near future, will bring joy to your heart, but many others will have severe misgivings about the 

takeover of such a fine collection of wild caves. The developers, an off-shoot of the quarry concern which 

recently ceased work there, seem to have some sort of mini-Longleat in mind. There is talk of a children's 

zoo, a restaurant, souvenir shops - all this in a part of Mendip which has so far mercifully escaped the 

suburbanisation which threatens to overwhelm the western end of the hills. 

 

And what of the caves themselves? Damaged formations certainly detract from the natural scene 

underground, but how much more so do the concrete, steel and glass of the modem show cave. We are 

told that parts of Withyhill Cave will be viewed through 'windows in the rock'. Do we really want yet 

another museum on Mendip with formations in an underground glass case? The Cerberus leader system 
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may not be every caver's cup of tea, but at least it is a genuine caving experience, and not some tawdry 

outing for the bored Sunday afternoon motorist. 

 

In the footsteps of Balch Interest in Eastwater is undergoing something of a revival. Following hard on 

the heels of the Shepton/Wessex X-certificate dig at the bottom of Primrose Pot comes yet another attack 

on the 380ft Way. In extremely damp conditions, a multi-club consortium is excavating an 18 inch high 

beading plane at the foot of Morton’s Pot, in the hope of pursuing the elusive course of the cave's main 

stream. Both geology and dowsing indicate that major developments might well lie on this western side 

of the cave, but the diggers still have to overcome that bugbear of so many promising sites - where to 

dump the blasted spoil. 

 

Tales of old Thrupe Lane In West Country folklore, especially that of Cornwall, there can be found many 

references to supernatural occurrences underground, from the 'knockers' who guided tin miners in their 

search for ore to the likes of Nancy Camel and the Witch of Wookey. Perhaps we should not be surprised 

therefore to learn that a reputation for strange happenings is attaching itself to Thrupe Lane Swallet. In 

the early days of its exploration, two diggers heard distinctly rhythmic knockings coming up from a 

passage too narrow to follow, and recently incidents have multiplied. A visitor on his first trip down to 

Plaster Passage dig saw a light shining down an aven which connects with no known part of the cave, and 

on two separate occasions an experienced solo digger, not given to flights of fancy, heard dragging 

sounds for minutes on end in the passage above and behind him. No-one else was in the cave at the time. 

 

Fanner Nelson Butt and his wife are no strangers to the noises of Thrupe Lane. Over the years they have 

got used to subterranean rumblings, but even they were shocked recently by a tremor so strong that it 

caused two sections of dry stone wall nearby to collapse. What are we to make of these sounds from the 

living rock? Are they the voice of the Thrupe Lane Fault, slipping and sliding preparatory to some major 

collapse, or are they connected in some mysterious way with the two standing stones which the diggers 

have perhaps unwisely erected in the orchard above the cave. Either way, you have been warned. 

 

Around the digs As the timbered adit goes in at Longwood Valley Sink and the monorail is installed at 

Windsor Hill, the first sods are being lifted from several other surface sites across the hill. Clive North 

and company are excavating what may be an early ochre mine on Axbridge Hill, while the Cerberus 

diggers, rained off from Maesbury Swallet, have turned their attention to a former MCG site at Stoke 

Lane - Saint Vincent's Swallet. This could be the original point of engulfment of the Stoke Lane stream, 

but it is now embarrassingly near a new housing estate and may be a victim of access and consent 

problems. 

 

A more popular with the locals is Midway Slocker, situated in a cottager's garden in an East Mendip 

hamlet. Until a group of Stoke cavers cleared away the debris of years, the swallet regularly overflowed 

after downpours, flooding several cottages. Now it has regained its appetite for water and has gained a 

considerable amount of goodwill for cavers in the process. 
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DIARY DATES 
 

January 31st O Notts Pot 

February 13th F Tynnings Barrows 

February 22nd  Charterhouse Caving Committee AGM 

February 27th F St. Cuthbert’s Swallet 

March 7th  Council of Southern Cave Clubs Meeting 

March 14th F South Wales 

  C Swildon’s Hole 

March 15th  WCC Committee Meeting 

March 21st  National Caving Association AGM, Derbyshire 

March 27th F Lamb Leer 

March 28th O Washfold Pot 

April 10th F Fairy Cave Quarry/Shatter Cave 

April 24th F Banwell Bone/Stalactite Cave 

April 25th O Echo Pot 

May 8th F Eastwater Cavern 

May 9th C Longwood Swallet 

May 10th  WCC Committee Meeting 

May 22nd F G.B 

May 31st O Magnetometer Pot 

June 12th F Longwood Swallet 

June 26th F Burrington 

June 28th O Hammer Pot 

July 10th F Bleadon Cave 

July 11th C Eastwater Cavern 

July 12th  WCC Committee Meeting 

July 18th – 24th  International Speleological Congress, Kentucky, USA 

July 24th F Cow Hole 

August 7th F South wales 

August 21st F Swildon’s Hole 

September 4th F Stone Mines 

September 12th C G.B. 

September 13th  WCC Committee Meeting 

September 18th F Manor Farm Swallet 

October 2nd F St. Cuthbert’s Swallet 

October 16th F Rhino Rift 

October 17th  Wessex Cave Club Annual General Meeting and Dinner 

October 30th F Thrupe Lane Swallet 

November 7th C Burrington (Bonfire Night at Upper Pitts??) 

November 8th  WCC Committee Meeting 

November 14th F South Wales 

November 27th F Longwood 

December 11th F Tynings Barrows 

 

F: Friday Night trips. Contact Brian Prewer, Wells 75757. Meet at cave 7.30pm. 

C: Club trips, suitable for novices or prospective members. Meet at Upper Pitts 2.45pm. Contact Phil 

Hendy, Wells 76154. 

O: Off-Mendip meets. Contact Steve Gough, Flat 3, 5 Lawson Bead, Broomhill, Sheffield, or Jeff Price. 

Upper Pitts is reserved for members only on Committee Meeting weekends. These dates are liable to 

change, in which case the Club trips will also be changed to take place the day before the Committee 

Meeting. 

Don (Thomson is attending the ISC in Kentucky, and will also be visiting caves in Virginia and New 

Mexico. Anyone wishing to join him for part of the time is welcome to contact him. 

 

HEARD in the Changing Room, from someone about to take a shower: "How long do I get for five 

minutes?" 
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PRIMROSE POT 
 

A SHORT SAGA 

Alison Moody 

 

Until 1949, Primrose Path in Eastwater Cavern ended in a tight fissure. This was first passed by Ruth 

Murrell and gave access to a small chamber with a floor-level slot about 4in high. Stones rolled down this 

slope rattled encouragingly down a drop. The fissure was enlarged and work was started on the slot by 

Low, Dolphin and Paddock. About twenty trips were made over the next three years, and by the middle of 

1949, 10ft of progress had been made. The work was becoming increasingly difficult but fortunately at 

this stage Howard Kenney was able to pass the squeeze and reach the top of a pitch. 

 

A return trip was made with 50ft of ladder and the first pitch (32ft) and part of a second were descended. 

On the 18th December a further trip was made with all the available lightweight ladder, 150ft in total. 

Howard Kenney and Vincent Simpson passed the squeeze and laddered the first and second pitch (65ft) 

and most of the third, an estimated 80ft deep. Sod's Law dictated that the final ladder ended 30ft from the 

floor. 

 

On the 16th April 1950, 210ft of ladder was scraped together and Kenney was at last able to reach the 

elusive bottom, Hopes of major horizontal development failed to materialise, and the only continuation, a 

small rift passage, (South Passage) choked after 30ft. 

 

The next descent of Primrose Pot was not made until three years later when a survey party led by Dennis 

Warburton reached the bottom. 

 

During the late 1970’s, members of the Shepton Mallet Caving Club, in particular Mark Faulkner, 

developed a special affinity with Primrose, and several digging trips were made to South Passage. A U-

tube was excavated, leading to a draughty ascending tube. 

 

On August 30th 1980, Pete and myself as members of the WCC and SMCC syndicate digging team were 

tempted down with promises of possible glory (and ladder practice). Over the previous winter, spoil had 

been re-deposited in the dig but after a combined clearance effort I was able to pass the tube and on into 

new rift passage. To the right a nasty constricted muddy rift could be seen heading South for about 15ft, 

while directly above a clean-washed North - South rift could be seen at the top of an extremely narrow 

chimney. The right-hand rift was not pushed as all moral and physical support was waiting not very 

patiently on the far side of the squeeze. 

 

The 6th September saw the Syndicate back again, and the squeeze was enlarged sufficiently for Pete to 

get through. The right-hand rift was followed for 40ft until it ended in an extremely narrow East - West 

rift. A charge was placed on the chimney. 

 

The following Saturday a not quite so enthusiastic trio assembled at the bottom of Primrose, 

Unfortunately the previous charge had not achieved the desired results, having decided to fall off the wall 

before being detonated. It had, however, conveniently rolled down into the centre of the squeeze and 

caused considerable damage. A double charge was laid, this time held firmly in place by two large chair 

springs. 

 

The next Saturday, Primrose yet again, and another double charge was detonated followed by a very 

speedy ascent after the bang fumes overtook us at the top of the bottom pitch. 

 

On the 27th September, a diminishing Syndicate returned. Phil Dunk (SMCC) was left giving verbal 

encouragement on the far side of the squeeze while Pete and I continued down. The chimney was now 

quite roomy, and led into the bottom of a 25ft high draughty rift disappearing into the distance - all of 5in. 

wide! 
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After five trips in five consecutive weekends, Pete and I were not entirely sorry to give the dig up! The 

area however still has considerable potential, being situated at the deepest point in the cave and further 

South than Sand Chamber only 20ft away. The terminal rift itself is very draughty and after wet weather 

water flowing from Warby's Washout seems to sump the bottom of Primrose Pot and the right-hand rift 

passage and then flow off along the upper rift. Large cobbles were found wedged in the entrance to this. 

 

Other 'passage' also seems likely to exist between the Morton's Pot area and Primrose. A charge set off at 

South Passage was heard by two un-associated parties, one at the entrance and the other in the boulder 

ruckle. Faint fumes were also smelt at Morton's Pot after a bang in Primrose. 

 

This is a long-term dig, and anyone with a large supply of explosives is very welcome to have a go. Best 

of luck; it looks suspiciously like another Renold's to me! 

 

 

 

 

SOME MENDIP WATER TRACES 
 

1976 – 1980 

W. I. Stanton 
 

The destinations of most of Mendip's swallet streams are now known. Those that still require primary 

tracing are small, intermittent or obscure and complex. Some have already withstood long energetic 

sieges. The following account summarises work in which I have taken part. 

 

In all traces Rhodamine WT dye (RWT) was used. The input quantities quoted refer to the commercially 

available 20% dye solution, 

 

SWALLETS FEEDING WOOKEY HOLE CAVE  

 

Nine Barrows Swallet 

Input was 100 ml RWT on 6.3.79, when flow at the entrance was c. 1 gpm (gallons per minute). Wookey 

Hole was the only rising sampled. Dye reached Wookey in small but unmistakable amounts after 106 

hours. 

 

Sludge Pit Hole 

Input: 100ml RWT on 28.3.79 

Flow: c. 6 gpm on surface 

 

Mendip was under snow at input time, and the dye placed in the small surface stream flowing across grass 

under the snow diffused upwards, forming a vivid red streak down the white slope to the entrance. 

Wookey Hole was the only rising sampled, and the dye reached it, rather faintly, in 71 hours. 

 

North Hill Swallet 

Input: 100 ml RWT on 14.3.79 

Flow: c. 3 gpm on surface 

Dye reached Wookey Hole, the only rising sampled, in 27 hours. 

 

Barrow Bake Swallet 

Input: 100 ml RWT on 28.3.79  

Flow: c. 6 gpm on surface. 

Dye reached Wookey Hole, the only rising sampled, in 34 hours. 
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Cuckoo Cleeves 

Input: 100 ml RWT on 9.4.79 

Flow: C. 2 gpm below climb up to Lake Passage. 

Dye reached Wookey Hole, the only rising sampled, in 43 hours. 

 

Swildon’s Hole 

Input: 100 ml RWT on 4.4.79 

Flow: c. 90 gpm at entrance. 

Dye reached Wookey Hole, the only rising sampled, in 60 hours. This compares with the 1967 spore 

tracing time of 25 hours. 

 

Eastwater Cavern 

Input: 100 ml RWT on 26.3.79  

Flow: c. 50 gpm at entrance. 

Dye reached Wookey Hole, the only rising sampled, in 21 hours, compared to the 1967 spore tracing time 

of 16 hours. 

 

St. Cuthbert's Swallet 

Input: 100 ml RWT on 15 occasions 1977 - 1979  

Flows: various, between flood and drought. 

Travel times to Wookey Hole, the only resurgence sampled, varied between 10 hours and 105 hours, in 

inverse proportion to flow at the resurgence. These results are used to work out a set of standard travel 

times for the Wookey Hole Catchment Area, at the end of this article. 

 

(It is now known that water from Nine Barrows Swallet and Sludge Pit Hole enters Swildon’s Hole via 

Passchendaele, and then enters the main stream way in Swildon's 6 - Ed.) 

 

 

SWALLETS FEEDING CHEDDAR RISINGS 

 

Five Buddles Sink (ST 5481 5138, Altitude 820ft A.O.B.) 

This is an intermittent swallet at the east end of a line of five small buddies in the Waldegrave Minery. It 

is about 70 m south of Wheel Pit, immediatly northwest of the point where the rough track to Mineries 

Pond leaves the Miners' Arms - Hunter's Lodge road. In wet weather a small stream flows off North Hill 

to this swallet, and is joined by another that passes under the rough track from the old tailings lagoon 

south of it. The water soaks away in a grassy hollow. 

 

Input: 200 ml RWT on 7.2.79 

Flow: c. 30 gpm on surface. 

Risings sampled: Wookey Hole, Rodney Stoke, Cheddar. 

Dye only appeared at Cheddar, 55 hours after input. There was some confusion with a trace being carried 

out by Pete Smart from Longwood Swallet, but it seems fairly certain that the second of 2 dye arrivals at 

Cheddar was from Five Buddles. 

 

Wigmore Swallet 

Input: 500 ml RWT on 3.3.78  

Flow: c. 10 gpm on surface„ 

Risings sampled (by the diggers): Rickford, Wookey, Rodney Stoke, Cheddar, Sherborne, Line of Works.  

Dye reached Cheddar in 48 hours. 

 

Read’s Grotto 

Input: 250 ml RWT on 9.2.80  

Flow c. 100 gpm. on surface. 

Dye appeared at Cheddar, the only rising sampled, in 17 hours. This trace was undertaken on behalf of the 
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Sidcot School diggers at Read’s Grotto, and its purpose was to find out whether or not the Read’s Grotto 

stream enters the G.B. system. Streams were high and the end of G.B. Gorge was a lake, with cavers 

swimming to Ladder Dig. It was sampled at intervals by the Sidcot cavers until the dye had almost 

cleared the Cheddar Rising, but no dye appeared in it. The Read's Grotto system seems therefore to be 

quite separate from the known G.B. one. 
 

 

SWALLETS FEEDING BANWELL SPRING 
 

Swan Inn Swallet 

Input: 250 ml RWT on 4 occasions in 1977 and 1978 

Flows: various, from high to low. 

Travel times to Banwell Spring varied between 50 hours and 150 hours, in inverse proportion to flow at 

the resurgence. 
 

The St. Cuthbert's and Swan Inn results can be used to predict whether the unknown system between 

swallet and resurgence is mainly phreatic or mainly vadose. Pete Smart and I are preparing an article on 

the subject. 
 

 

SWALLETS FEEDING HOLLYBROOK SPRING  
 

Ramspit 

Input: 100 ml RWT on 1.4.79  

Flow: c. 3 gpm. 

Risings sampled: Wookey Hole, Hollybrook Spring, Easton Springs, 

This trace turned out to be rather embarrassing, because it led to a resident of Hollybrook hamlet walking 

up beside the stream to see if there was a wounded animal in it. The dye reached Hollybrook Spring in 

about 4 hours, colouring it distinctly pink. The visible pinkness lasted another 4 hours, and the spring did 

not clear of dye until some 20 days later. Such a long-lasting 'tail' is unusual; perhaps the dye rather 

overwhelmed this small hydraulic system, diffusing into sediment and hairline cracks and onto damp rock 

surfaces above water level (as can be seen to happen when the dye solution is strong ), and leaching out 

relatively slowly. 
 

 

FAILED TRACES  
 

Portway Swallet 

Input: up to 1000 ml RWT on 3 occasions in 1976 and 1977 

Flow: c. 20 gpm to c. 50 gpm. 

Risings sampled: Crock's Bottom Springs, Gurney Slade Rising and Springs, Chewton Mendip Rising, 

Wookey Hole, Rodney Stoke Rising, Cheddar Risings, St. Andrew's Well, Line of Works, River Mells at 

Nettlebridge, Chilcompton Springs. 

The traces were abandoned after 20 days, 33 days and 80 days respectively. 
 

Coldharbour Swallet 

Input: 100 ml RWT on 9.5.78 

Flow: c. 10 gpm 

Risings sampled: Gumey Slade, Wookey Hole, St. Andrew's Well. 

Trace abandoned after 27 days. 

 

Singing River Mine 

Input: 100 ml RWT on 12.6.78; 250 ml RWT on 17.7.78; 4300 ml RWT between 2.4.79 and 25.6.79 

Flow: c. 10 gpm in Stream Gallery and Singing River Chamber. 

Risings sampled: Banwell Spring, Cox's Well (Winacombe Boreholes), Fire Springs, East Well, Axbridge 

Rising, Cheddar, Cross Spring, Langford Rising, Pyle Well, Ludwell Rising, Honeyhurst Spring, Lox 
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Yeo River. This was a Wessex Water Authority experiment in conjunction with Bristol Waterworks 

Company. 

The final trace was abandoned after 80 days. The quantity of dye used was enough to be readily 

detectable if mixed with all the water in Chew Valley Lake. 

 

Waldegrave Swallet 

Input: 175ml RWT on 13.2.79 

Flow: c. 25 gpm. 

Risings sampled: Wookey Hole, Rodney Stoke, Cheddar. 

Although spore-tracing in 1970 had indicated rapid flow to Wookey Hole and Rodney Stoke, the dye did 

not reappear. Trace abandoned after 8 days. 

 

Wheel Pit 

Input: 500 ml RWT between 26.4.79 and 29.4.9 

Flow: c. 3gpm. 

Risings sampled: Wookey Hole, Rodney Stoke, Cheddar. 

The dye did not reappear, although this site is said to have twice been traced to Rodney Stoke in high 

flow conditions. Trace abandoned after 25 days. 

 

Waterlip Quarry Lake 

This lake, 4.1 ha (10 acres) in area, loses water through its bed at a rate of c. 1080 cubic metres daily (165 

gpm). Dye was emplaced as vertical columns from top to bottom of the lake in 3 places, in case the water 

was stratified. This was another WWA/BWW experiment. 

Input: 2500 ml RWT on 1.10.79  

Flow: 165 gpm 

Risings sampled: Seven Springs, Alham Springs (ST 679411), Charlton Well, Showering’s Boreholes 

(ST 625436), Darshill Spring, St. Andrew's Well, Holwell Rising, Westdown Quarry Borehole, River 

Sheppey at Darshill. 

Trace abandoned after 4 months. A short-lived flush of dye in the River Sheppey turned out to come from 

drain-tracing operations at Shepton Mallet. 

 

Cranmore Tower Slocker (ST 6764 4464, Altitude 780 ft A.O. D.) 

An intermittent stream emerging from land drains sinks in a very shallow depression on the south side of 

a hedge, 400m due south of Cranmore Tower. 

The swallet is in Lower Lias limestones (Downside Stone) where they rest unconformably on Lower 

Limestone Shales. A BWW/WWA experiment. 

Input: 500 ml RWT on 25.2.80 Flow: c. 1 gpm 

Risings sampled: Seven Springs, Alham Springs. 

Trace abandoned after 24 days. 

 

Lily Combe Spring 

This spring is only active in wet weather. At other times it is a shaft 3 ft deep into which a trickle of farm 

drainage runs. Water from a BWW main was allowed to flow into it for 3 days before and 14 days after 

the dye was put in. A WWA/BWW experiment. 

Inputs 250 ml RWT Flow: c. 5 gpm 

Risings sampled: Cheddar, Rickford, Sherborne, Line of Works, River Chew at Coley Bridge. 

Trace abandoned after 14 days. A plan to quadruple the input of dye was dropped because of the 

possibility that a miscalculation might lead to pollution of the nearby Sherborne Spring. 

 

 

POSSIBLE REASONS FOR TRACE FAILURE 

 

1. The underground streams feed springs that were not sampled. This seems unlikely, especially in 

cases such as Waldegrave Swallet and Wheel Pit which have apparently been traced already by other 
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means. It is geologically possible that Portway Swallet feeds springs in the Lias at Ston Easton, and this 

should be tested. 

 

2. The dye is absorbed, altered or destroyed on its way to the spring. It is known that green dyes such 

as fluorescein and pyranine are easily absorbed onto organic material, and proved cases of complete 

pyranine loss were recorded in this Journal in 1973 (12 p. 321). Rhodamine WT has been considered 

relatively immune but it is not perfectly so; it is absorbed onto activated charcoal and can be totally lost in 

septic tanks. This explanation is favoured in the Waldegrave, Wheel Pit, Lily Combe and Singing River 

cases. The last two traces were at sites of contamination by farm drainage and sewage works outfall 

respectively. Possibly Rhodamine WT is attacked by other agents as yet unknown. 

 

3. Excessive dilution makes the dye undetectable. This may have happened at Coldharbour Swallet, 

which is thought to be a remote feeder of Wookey Hole. 

 

4. Geological conditions are unfavourable. If the Waterlip and Cranmore Tower sinks are feeders to 

Seven Springs the underground systems should be normal (if small) caves in Lias and Carboniferous 

limestones, with reasonably fast travel times. If however they feed the Alham springs the water must 

follow the Lias limestones to great depths and then rise up a fault. In these circumstances it is likely to 

diffuse through the Lias aquifer, following no single well-defined conduit, very slowly and greatly 

diluted. This explanation is favoured for these two cases. 

 

 

STANDARD TRAVEL TIMES AND FLOW VELOCITIES FOR STREAMS IN THE WOOKEY 

HOLE CATCHMENT AREA 

 

I mentioned earlier in this article that analysis of the 15 Cuthbert's to Wookey traces showed that the 

travel time (ie. time between dye input and its first appearance at the resurgence) was inversely 

proportional to resurgence output. This being so, it should be possible to reduce all measured travel times 

to a 'standard' travel time that applies when the resurgence output is at its mean or average value: 50 

megalitres (11 million gallons) per day in the case of Wookey Hole. Table I overleaf tests this hypothesis. 

 

The calculated standard travel times are encouragingly close to the average with most of the discrepancies 

being within the limits of experimental error. (The Swan Inn to Banwell traces give an even closer set of 

standard travel times). 

 

If now the travel times for the other Wookey Hole feeders are treated in the same way, it should for the 

first time be possible to calculate standard flow velocities, swallet to rising. This will give a truer picture 

of the relative speeds of the underground streams than has hitherto been available. Past attempts to link 

differences in measured flow velocities to such factors as geological strike or dip have generated much 

fruitless argument. 
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Table I Derivation of standard travel time. St. Cuthbert's Swallet to Wookey 

 

 

In Table II, standard flow velocities are calculated as though the streams were flowing in straight lines 

from the various swallet entrances to Wookey Hole resurgence when the latter's output was 50 megalitres 

(11 million gallons) per day. 

 

 

Three of the above swallets were spore-traced to Wookey Hole in 1967, and the paper by Atkinson, Drew 

and High (WCC Occ Pub 2 (l), 1967) gives enough data for standard travel times and velocities to be 

calculated. They are: Swildon’s: 71 hours, 47 m/hour; Eastwater: 48 hours, 56 m/hour; St. Cuthbert's 35 

hours, 77 m/hour. These figures correspond reasonably closely to those in the table, considering that the 

sampling interval was 4 hours compared to 2 hours in the dye tracings. 

 

Analysis of standard velocities suggests that the 6 Priddy swallets fall naturally into 2 groups: a 'fast' 

Cuthbert's - Eastwater - North Hill group and a 'slow' Swildon's - Sludge Pit - Nine Barrows group. One 

obvious factor, perhaps the main reason for the difference, is that the known passages of Swildon's and its 

recently-proved feeders Sludge Pit and Nine Barrows (Report in press - Ed) deviate much more from the 

straight line to Wookey resurgence than do those of the other group. 

 

Within the 2 groups it is noticeable that the smaller swallet streams have lower standard velocities. This 

may reflect the fact that a large body of standing water, such as a pool or a sump kept open by flood 

scouring, delays the passage of a small stream much more than a large one. The Cuckoo Cleeves and 

Travel time (hours) 

A 

Besurgence output (Ml/d) 

B 

Standard travel time (hours) 

at 50 Ml/d A x B/50 

10 168 33.6 

18 77 27.7 

19 68 25.9 

23 59 27.2 

25 55 27.5 

29 48.5 28.2 

34 46 31.2 

34 40 27.2 

44 42 36.8 

49 37.5 36.5 

63 32.5 40.7 

67 29 39.0 

68 22.5 30.5 

80 20.5 32.7 

105 15.4 27.7 

average standard travel time: 31.5 

Swallet Straight line 

distance to 

Wookey Hole 

(metres) 

Measured 

travel 

time 

(hours) 

Wookey Hole 

output during 

trace (Ml/d) 

Standard travel 

time at 50 

Ml/d (hours) 

Standard 

velocitv 

(m/hour) 

Nine Barrows 3180 106 59.1 125.3 25.4 

Sludge Pit 3280 71 87.7 124.6 26.3 

Barrow Hake 2550 34 135.5 92.1 27.7 

Swildon's 3300 60 68.2 81.8 40.3 

Cuckoo Cleeves 3640 43 95.9 82.5 44.1 

North Hill 2860 27 110.5 59.6 48.0 

Eastwater 2700 21 121.8 51.2 52.7 

St. Cuthbert's 2690 10. - 105 161 - 13 31.5 (mean) 85.4 
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Barrow Rake streams are small, and may be considerably delayed before they join the large stream way 

that must drain the Green Ore area and further east. 

 

None of the streams tested show any sign of travelling at ‘hosepipe’ speeds, and indeed the accuracy of 

the spore-tracing results upon which I based my hypothesis of rapid hosepipe flow (J. WCC 10, (126) pp. 

438 - 422) have recently been questioned (Crabtree, R.W., Proc. UBSS 15 (2) pp. 129 - 141, 1979). 

 

In conclusion, the main practical value of establishing a set of standard travel times and velocities is that 

travel time from any of the named swallets to Wookey Hole can be accurately predicted as and when 

required. However, Bristol Waterworks Company must be approached to ascertain flow in the river Axe 

at their gauging station at Henley, between Wookey Hole and Wookey. Should there be a serious 

pollution incident in the Wookey Hole catchment, travel time prediction could be very useful. 
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
 

Dear Editor, 

 

I am intrigued to see, in Vol. 16 No. 183, that ‘From the Log’ credits Jepson and myself with a blasting 

trip to Black Hole Series on 6th January 1980. I can only hang my head and confess that not only did 1 

not make such a trip but I have never been to Black Hole Series in my life. 

 

Have you misread the log? Or could it all have happened in a fevered dream at that end of the dormitory 

nearest to the Hunter's? If so it might go some way to explaining the difficulty which I encountered in 

cajoling Ian from his pit on January 7th when, as you correctly resort, we made a blasting trip to Swynne-

Puke. 

Yours sincerely 

Steve Gough. 

 

My sincere apologies both to you, Steve, and to Ian, who has similarly confessed to amnesia concerning 

the trip in question. On referring to the log I found that in fact the trip to Black Hole was made by Pete 

and Alison Moody, and Phil Dunk, Andy Dawe and Pete Hiscock of the SMCC. How the error concerned 

I do not know - it must have been the prevailing wind from the Hunter's crossroads. 

Phil H 
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CLUB NEWS 

(continued from page 116) 

 

Club Trips It has been decided to organise a series of Club Trips on Mendip, to take place on the Saturday 

afternoon before each Committee Meeting. They will be tourist trips to well-known places, and hopefully 

will be suitable for the not-so-experienced caver, or the prospective member. Nevertheless, anyone 

feeling like a festerous trip at a sedate pace, just seeing the sights, is welcome along. Further details from 

Phil Hendy, Wells 76134. 

 

New Members We welcome the following new members to the Club: 

David Clarke 25 Fairfield Park Road, Cheltenham, Glos. 

Nigel Gosden 21 Manbey Street, Stratford, London E.5. 

 

LETTER FROM CANADA 
P.L. Hadfield 

 

31st December 1980 Box 3023 

Smithers 

B.C. VOJ 2NO 

Canada 

Tel: 604-847-2764 

The above is now my new permanent address- 

 

Unfortunately I'm out of much in the way of caving stories due to spending my last month off walking 

and climbing in the Canadian Rockies; whilst in Dallas I only managed to get away for two weekends. 

One was an abortive trip to Sorcerer's Cave, the current deepest in Texas, but we ended up going down 

Emerald Sink and fitted in a tourist trip round the Caverns of Sunora. My other weekend away was four 

days down in Mexico in the Sierra Madre just hiking and looking for holes (of which there is an 

abundance!). 

 

With regard to Friar's Hole, W.Va, the lead I told you about that I got through with Jameson and Mothes 

has since yielded over a mile of major passage and reached the upstream end of the Rocky Horror stream 

way (Rocky Horror II). At another part of the system, Snedegas, a party lugged diving tanks down a 

1500ft crawl to a place called Tom's Sump. When they got there they found that the sump was a duck and 

they went through into a major trunk that in only two trips gave them 7800ft of big cave!! The system is 

now approaching the 40 mile mark. Fincham’s dig, I understand, is going well and showing great 

promise. Big things could be about to be found. 

 

Up on the Andy Good Plateau a major system has been entered and linked to Yorkshire Pot below 

Chocolate Chamber. It is thought that it may be the elusive Mendips Cave that was visited only a few 

times before the entrance iced up, and which was never surveyed. Whatever - the importance of the 

system to the Andy Good Plateau is undoubted. Like Yorkshire Pot, it is a classic alpine cave. 

 

Enough of the underground. The Rockies were tremendous. Perfect indian summer weather and 

incredible country, going down to Dallas was hard. I joined the boat two weeks ago. When I first saw her 

she was covered in a 4 inch layer of ice which will give you some idea of the weather conditions in the N. 

Atlantic at this time of year. At 1 am on Xmas Eve we lost the main engines and ships power. We were 

adrift in freezing seas for 30 hours before the rescue tug got to us and we spent Christmas Day being 

towed back to Halifax. 

 

I would be interested to know who is coming over to Kentucky. It is likely I shall be in the high Arctic in 

August/September, but I can supply contact addresses for the States or Canada for anyone who wants 

them. 

Regards to everyone on Mendip. 
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NOTES ON THE NETHERWORLD 
P. G. Hendy 

 

Through the good offices of Mike York, I was recently fortunate enough to obtain a 1907 edition of the 

well-known 'Netherworld of Mendip', by E.A. Baker and H.E. Balch. Adding to the interest of this 

account of the early days of Mendip caving is the fact that this copy once belonged to the pioneer cave 

photographer, J. Harry Savory, as testified by the bookplate inside the cover. 

 

Between the pages I found a sprig of heather, and two photographs, duplicating the prints 'Stalactite 

Curtains, Swildon’s Hole' and 'Largest Chamber in Somerset, Lamb's Lair, Harptree'. In the book, the 

former is attributed to 'Bamforth, Holmfirth' and the latter to 'Sketch by H.E. Balch'. 

 

Although Savory did not contribute to the book, he did make pencil notes in the margins, which I 

reproduce, in context, below. The notes largely record trips and companions, though it is interesting to see 

that even seventy-odd years ago, there was dispute over some of the printed 'facts'. I will let the notes 

speak for themselves: 

 

p.19 

Everyone must lament the recent developments in the Cheddar gorge by which the northern side is being 

hacked to pieces to provide road metal. There are thousands of places where the same stone could be 

obtained, with almost equal ease; and it does seem pitiful that one of the finest places in the kingdom 

should be sacrificed to the most callous and sordid commercialism. 

 

 
p. 45 

EXPLORING WOOKEY HOLE 

 
p.46 

It is impressive enough to stand beside the very modern looking 

paper mill, where the infant Axe, still dazzled by its sudden entry into 

daylight, is harnessed to assist in the manufacture of such work a day 

commodities as Bank-note paper... 

 

 

 

 

p.51 

Then we make our way across the sandbanks, between the pools, into 

the largest chamber of all, with a roof of enormous span, whose 

breadth dwarfs its height, arching over the sleeping river and the 

broad slopes of sand, whereupon grotesque Limestone monoliths take 

the likeness of prehistoric monsters sleeping by the waterside. 

(Wookey 3 - Ed.) 
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p.53 

Another impressive natural structure is known to explorers of Wookey 

Hole as the Spur and the Wedge. 

 

 

 

 

... One of these, which has been successfully photographed, shows the 

differently coloured pebbles, chiefly Mountain Limestone with a few of 

Old Red Sandstone, embedded in the matrix, and surrounded with 

distinct layers of cement, all as brilliantly defined as the concentric rings 

of an agate. 

 

p. 54 

... Climbing on my shoulders, Mr. Balch got hand-bold in a chink of the 

Limestone, and pulled himself up 10 feet. Here a stalagmite peg held the 

rope ladder whilst we clambered after, entering a cross gallery that gives 

access by another short scramble to the loveliest of the new grottoes. 

 

p.55 

Of all these frail pillars, the finest, rising on the very edge of the rift we 

had ascended, seems to support the whole ponderous roof, like the fragile 

column left by a dexterous architect, to cheat the eye, in some cathedral 

vestibule. 

 

Crawling in and out among the stalagmite pedestals, grievously afraid of 

injuring the diaphanous fabric, we emerged in a very low chamber of 

great area, right across which a grille of translucent rods, each a foot high 

and ranged in regular line, fills the narrow space between roof and floor. 

 
p. 60 

STRENUOUS DAYS IN THE EASTWATER SWALLET 

 

p.63 

The real termination of the 380-foot way has not been discovered. At 

present there is no passing beyond a choke of stones and gravel that fills 

it nearly to the roof; but Mr. Balch proposes to remove this. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

p.64 

In this chamber, whose walls, floor, and roof are formed of gigantic 

blocks seemingly on the point of collapsing, is an opening in the roof, 

through which a stream comes tumbling in. At the farthest corner 

therefrom a large opening leads to the bottom of a chimney or aven. 

Great quantities of clay on walls and roof show that this cavern has 

frequently been filled with water through the choking up of the lower 

exit, (Eastwater Boulder Chamber - Ed.) 
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p.86 

In the fork between the main passage and this big cavern (Solomon's 

Temple, Gough's Cave – Ed.) is a large irregular opening, with 

disorderly blocks of Limestone heaped up on its floor. We picked our 

way across these, and at a height of 40 feet reached the edge of an 

abrupt rock some four yards high. 

 

p.87 

At a depth of 20 feet I found a possible landing-place; the second man 

joined me, and by dint of careful manoeuvring the third got down to 

the same spot. With an 80-foot rope tied on, I now explored the next 

section of the chasm, and was delighted to find that there was just 

enough rope to reach a slope of big rocks at the bottom (Boulder 

Chamber, Gough's Cave - Ed.) 

 

p.92 

There are three important caverns in close proximity to the Great 

Cavern, or Gough's. The best known is Cox's... 

 

p.93 

"Gough's Old Cavern" 

 

In many respects the Roman Cave is much more interesting. 

 

p.97 

This cavern, the "Long Hole,"... 

 

p.104 

Rickford Rising is in the Secondary beds, but a short mile up the 

beautiful Combe at whose outlet it lies, a Limestone ridge comes down 

to the road. 

 

(Concluded overleaf) 
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CAVE EXPLORING 
 

Edouard Alfred Martel 

Secretary of the Societe de Speleologie, Paris 

 

The one and only authority in the world speaks about his unique and fascinating hobby, "mountaineering 

reversed". All about subterranean explorations, the tracing and navigation of underground lakes and 

rivers, of grottos and mysterious recesses in the bowels of the earth. 

 

My hobby has been termed a very original one. Mountaineers climb up whereas I climb down; and I 

venture to think that in these few pages I may be able to impress my readers with a sense of the ineffable 

beauty and weird splendour of the sights that await the methodical and earnest cave explorer. Into the 

scientific part of the question I will not enter. Rather will I speak of vast grottos miles in extent, hung 

with enormous stalactites, underground rivers never yet traced, subterranean lakes overhung with a 

sparkling canopy of crystals, beautiful as Aladdin's cave, and whole worlds in the bowels of the earth, 

dark and hidden in the ordinary way, yet transformed into an appallingly magnificent series of glaring 

palaces under the intense glow of the magnesium light. These yawning pits are of all forms and sizes - 

round and oblong, narrow and wide, their dark lips gaping constantly upon us, sometimes on the 

horizontal surface of the plateau, sometimes in the sloping hillside, and sometimes in the vertical 

escarpment of a cliff. And they excite fear. Whole books might be written about the folklore of caverns. 

On moonless or foggy nights in the lands of the Causses - that weird district in Southern France - many a 

traveller is said to have perished in these mysterious recesses. An intelligent peasant in a little village of 

Dordogne once told me the following: Many years ago a shepherd lost his whip by inadvertently dropping 

it into the mouth of a gaping cave that swallowed up a river. Afterwards, the whip was found by the 

shepherd's mother at the overflowing spring or stream, several miles away, and some hundreds of feet 

below the level of the plateau where it was lost. 

 

"I will send you a sheep by the same routes," said the shepherd to his mother, but the poor victim 

struggled so hard on the brink of the pit that the shepherd alone fell in. His lifeless body was subsequently 

recovered at the same place by the same hands as the whip had been. The scientific study of these gulfs 

was commenced in Austria. It was about the year 1840 that the great cave of Trebiciano, near Trieste, was 

discovered by Lindler, who, after eleven months' work, cleared away the obstacles to a depth of 1,056ft. 

This resulted in the discovery of the subterranean course of the River Recca. For myself, this most 

fascinating of pastimes laid hold of me in the year 1881, when I was touring through the wonderfully 

fissured regions of the Causses. Since those days I have explored caverns in Belgium, in Greece, in 

Austria, in Great Britain, in Spain, in Switzerland, and, in short, all over Europe. It is not only a hobby, it 

is a science - the science of speleology, or "mountaineering reversed". But, it may be asked: What do 

these caves look like? Well, here is the mouth of a very fine pit in Tabourel, in the Department of 

Aveyron. The rain-water falling on the plateaus in this wonderful region disappears in these huge holes, 

and circulates through the caves and gullies with which the ground is honeycombed. Here it meets beds of 

clay, and issues with considerable force in springs at the lower levels of the rivers. 

 

There is, as you may imagine, a feeling of considerable insecurity in descending into the unknown in this 

manner. As, however, it is the principal pastime of my life, I have devoted much attention to the 

perfecting of the necessary apparatus. In the first place, the ropes must be of medium thickness, well 

plaited, and of a diameter of about two-thirds of an inch. Thicker cords are too heavy, and not supple 

enough. Manila alpine rope is quite unsuitable for subterranean, exploration. We had one completely 

worn out in eight days by the friction against the stalagmite. Then, again, the constant contact with the 

wet clay of the caverns contributes to its rapid deterioration. It is very difficult to descend into a broad 

gulf, because you turn round and round like a stone at the end of a string. This, however, can be avoided, 

to a certain extent, by laying the rope some distance along the ground at the top. Besides, by using rope-

ladders, the inconvenience is quite obviated. These are of the length usually used on board ship, and their 

resistance is perfect at the weight of 2 lb. to the yard. They can be attached to rocks or trees, and tied to 

one another by pieces of rope, varying from 5yds. to 10yds. in length. Knotted ropes are certainly less 
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cumbersome, but are not nearly so safe, and are much more fatiguing to climb up and down. Whilst 

scaling the perpendicular walls of the interior of caverns it is necessary to use sliding ladders made of 

wood, which can be extended from 6yds. to 8yds, as desired. Other wooden ladders, in independent 

sections, are convenient, and the advantage of wood over iron is at once apparent in subterranean 

navigation, because they can be readily towed without encumbering the boat. 

 

The Austrians use iron cramps, cemented into the rock, but it needs a lot of time to make the necessary 

holes for the bars and to cement them in with sufficient solidity. At first I descended at the end of a rope, 

but after some experience I gave this up in favour of rope ladders. Also, the length of these began 

gradually to extend from 15yds. in 1888 to 142yds. in 1892. In both methods, the one who is going down 

is always supported by a fireman's belt, buckled around his waist. I should consider it dangerous to 

descend deep shafts by a single rope without having another under the armpits. Often a single rope has 

caused compression of the ribs and lungs, which nearly led to suffocation. 

 

The workmen require some little training. Those who pay out the rope ought always to feel the weight of 

the explorer on their arms, and keep to the rhythm of his movements. The explorer himself has much to 

put up with. Often he is executing an involuntary oscillating dance hundreds of feet down in the bowels 

of the earth, with a great gulf still below him. Or he swings violently on the rope ladder, which is almost 

as disagreeable as the whirling round and round at the end of a rope. Then it sometimes happens that the 

extra rope gets mixed up with the ladder, so that the whole business calls for coolness and resource of no 

small order. According to the formation or breadth of the orifice a pulley is suspended on a cross-beam. 

For illumination in the caves, resin torches, straw fires, Bengal lights, and all kinds of fireworks should be 

rigorously prohibited, on account of the smoke. Naphtha and petroleum lamps are also very smoky, and a 

fixed electric light is only possible in grottos that are especially suitable for it. Ordinary simple stearine 

candles are the best. They should be very thick and have extra thick wicks, so that they will not too easily 

be extinguished by sudden movements. As a safeguard against currents of air and oozing water, it is 

advisable to have a folding lantern, made of transparent and unbreakable mica instead of glass. For the 

taking of photographs, and the illumination of vast grottos and caverns, I always use magnesium ribbon, 

which can be burned either in the hand, or in a small reflecting lamp with a clockwork movement. Since 

the end of my third campaign, I have given up the use of portable electric batteries, which are both too 

fragile and cumbersome. One of the greatest difficulties consists in keeping up a communication with the 

gang at the surface. In these long shafts, which generally widen out towards the bottom, the voice gets 

quite lost amid the echoes of the pit, and ceases to be distinct at a depth of 30yds. or 40yds. Before I took 

to the portable telephone I had a very unpleasant experience. To be brief, I was nearly drowned in a pool 

of water at the bottom of the shaft, solely because my shouts, telling them to stop paying out the rope, 

were not understood by those above. I believe I was the first to apply the electric telephone to the 

exploration of caves, and certainly it is the most important of all my innovations. Next on my list of 

indisputable articles come the portable boats, made of sailcloth. These boats can be taken to pieces and 

carried in quite a small bag. They are made by Osgood, at Battle Creek, Michigan, and also by King, of 

Kalamazoo, in the same state. The French boat of M. Berton is more solid, but not so stable. It is also 

heavier and more expensive. 

 

You would think, to look at some of my photographs, that all the impedimenta required to descend shafts 

is a sufficiency of rope ladder and several coils of rope. No so, however. If you go in for this 

extraordinary pastime thoroughly, you must take the necessary implements. Of course, there are tents, 

with the requisite camp-beds, etc. You must never sleep down in the depths because of the humidity, 

which stiffens the limbs, and is generally dangerous. Nor must you light any fire, because of the danger of 

suffocation by the smoke. But, to continue the list of useful articles: You must have sacks of different 

sizes, to lower and pull up objects; steel graving tools to make fast the rope ladders when there are no 

trunks of trees or solid rocks handy; iron sledge-hammers, to drive the graving tools with and to break up 

the stalactites which bar the way; and then comes photographic and topographical apparatus, provisions, 

pocket medicine-chest, pulleys, windlasses, picks, changes of clothing, wire, etc. To find your way in 

subterranean labyrinths, the best proceeding is to make a plan. A pot of white paint would enable you to 

make guiding marks, but it means an extra parcel, and every ounce counts. It is much easier and safer to 
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make the direction on the sand or clay with your foot or a stick, and to mark little cairns with stones or 

stalagmites, which will act as signals in various places. 

 

Stones which become loosened by the friction of the ropes, or those which inquisitive spectators on top 

may cause to fall, constitute a source of inevitable danger in the abyss. The first man who goes down 

ought to stop frequently and knock away any suspicious stones within reach, lest they visit him in a very 

unpleasant manner after he has gone down below past them. Another danger - perhaps the most serious of 

all - is the presence of carbonic acid gas. This would be a mortal enemy indeed, were it not for the 

classical test of the lighted candle. 

 

The preliminary operations of descending consist in first sounding the depth of the hole with a cord and 

iron weights. Next comes the laying across or on the edges of the orifice the necessary apparatus for 

facilitating the traction of the ropes. Then come the stretching of the ropes along the ground, and the 

unwinding of the telephone wires and parcels of rope ladders. And if I am not near to any habitation, my 

camp has to be pitched for the night, if only to protect the materials in case of rain. When everything is 

ready, the explorer descends. He is provided with woollen clothes, having a great number of pockets, 

wide trousers, and a short smock-frock of sail-cloth, which will not tear on the rocky projections and 

jagged comers of the stalagmites. His hat is of waxed leather, as a protection against falling stones. 

Finally, armed with his precious telephone, he gives a last careful look into the leathern bag slung over 

his shoulder, and then he disappears into the abyss. The bag contains a spare telephone, telephone 

trumpet, whistle, big candles, magnesium, matches, flint and steel, cords and plumb-line for sounding 

purposes, a decametre, or measure, some medicines, a flask of rum, hammer, knives, thermometer, 

barometer, pocket compass, paper squared off for topographical drafting, pencils, provisions, and some 

incense or Armenian paper, which is burned in case there are any dead animals putrefying in the depths. 

For, obviously, sheep, cows, and even birds fall into these pits. 

 

In a very short time after leaving the surface it becomes impossible to distinguish even loud shouts. Go 

and stand near the telephonist, and you will hear fragments of his strange conversation with his invisible 

interlocutor. 

 

"Halloa, halloa; what is it?" "Stop, I can no longer see here. I am lighting my candles." "Understood; I 

await your orders." "Let go again. The shaft is broad, all's well." "Take care of the carbonic acid." "There 

is no danger; the candle is burning, and I breathe freely." "At what depth are you now?" "At the bottom of 

the third ladder; that makes 210ft." 

 

Presently, up comes the message, "Stop; I am getting a shower of stones on my head." This was owing to 

a dog walking too near the edge. Then, again, up comes the weird message from the invisible depths, "Let 

go gently; I am in rather a bad situation. This section is getting narrower; the shaft is like a corkscrew. 

Hold tight; my candle has just gone out, and I must be careful not to set fire to the ropes. The shaft is 

shaped like a bottle here. Oozing water is falling on every side. What are you stopping me for?" "We have 

not stopped you, we are still paying out the rope." "Stop, then; the rope must have caught somewhere." 

 

It had got caught in a cleft in the rocks, and the explorer was obliged to go up the rope-ladder without the 

aid of his safety-rope to get things clear again. The bottoms of abysses are not all alike. Sometimes after 

having walked round a little hole blocked up on every side the explorer finds that another deep shaft 

exists in one comer, and that he has really only set foot upon a fragile cornice composed of detritic 

materials. 

 

(Adapted from an article in Wide World Magazine, published c. 1900, and supplied by Glyn Bolt. 

Martel's account will be continued in the next edition of the Journal.) 
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FROM THE LOG 
 

17th May 1980 Swildon’s Hole - Swynne-Puke. I. Jepson, S. Gough, J. Wootton, A. Payne. Considerable 

difficulties in the rift, eventually Ian, Steve and a bag of mud reached the dig. Spent some time removing 

debris, laid another charge, fired and retired. 5½h. 

 

23rd May Lionel's Hole P. & A. Moody. To the final rift to sort it out. 3 lb plaster laid as a double charge. 

 

24th May South Wales Nigel - Tagged on with 3 Northampton cavers for tour of L.N.R.C. in very low 

water. Tried digging hole in valley side, just down valley of spring on LNRC campsite. Cleared soil and 

river gravel only to reveal impenetrable tube. Found swallet on moor to W which may yield to digging. 

Couldn't tie it in with any site in the UBSS book. Short valley ending in shake hole, no apparent ponding. 

Find it by following 'Economic Forestry Group' new track N from plantation above W bank of valley. 

 

25th May Lionel's Hole P. & A. Moody, A. Sparrow. Alison managed to pass the squeeze which stopped 

her at the end. Five feet further on the passage ended in a solid choke. Think the draught must be coming 

from the RH side of the rift which is only a few inches wide. The only other possibility is to dig in the 

floor where Stick-in-the-Mud enters the rift but it doesn't look very promising. 

 

26th May Swildon’s 4 P. & A. Moody, P. Dunk. To the dig. The pot was almost dry and only ½h bailing 

required to enter the dig extension. This is a low 10ft crawl to where the passage ascends and becomes 

too tight. No sign of it opening out and it doesn't look very promising. Put a charge at the start of the 

crawl. 

 

27th May Lost John’s - Death's Head Inlet Extension. T. Faulkner (SWETCCC) K. Sanderson, S. &. P. 

Gough. Trip to visit, surrey and extend the trip of 15th March. D.H.I. is 400ft from the final sump. New 

stuff starts with climb through wobbly boulders into walking-size cross-passage. To L, tricky 15ft climb 

leads to large decorated Swessex Chamber with various side passages and ascending boulder choked 

bedding blowing a gale. Digging here led to a connection with a high level oxbow in the RH wall - also 

choked with boulders and blowing a gale. About 45 ft from Death’s Head, high level passage above 

aforementioned climb, reached by horrible climb (only Trevor did it) to crawl and pitch going down. 

Back at the top of the boulders a 6ft 'Troubles' type duck was dug and passed to a fine 25ft diameter 

chamber. No way on and aven in roof apparently bottom of pitch previously seen from above (Echo 

Beach). Prospects good for further extensions and plans may be afoot to radio-locate the dig. 9½h. 

 

2nd June Longwood Swallet - Renold's. P. & A. Moody. Very pleased with progress. Having blasted 

along a low wet section a squeeze was passed into a section of rift where it was possible to stand. Way on 

looks relatively open apart from a local constriction 10ft from the end of the duck. This was banged. With 

150ft of wire we are now firing from where we laid the first 3 years ago. 

 

8th June Longwood Swallet R. Websell, S. Gough, J. Rands. Upstream gallery looking at climbs, found 

one that went, left 2 pitons in for return with a skinny (eg Alison). Looks quite good - ? Triplet Rift. 3h. 

 

14th June Longwood Swallet P. & A. Moody. Made another 15ft or so progress. The passage is dropping 

steeply once more and where we were stopped the floor of the rift was 10 - 15ft below us. All seemed 

open, but the way on was barred by an 8 x 2 x 3ft rock. Fired the charge from 150ft but enveloped in bang 

fumes at Fanny's Rift. 

 

15th June Waldegrave Swallet P. & L. Hendy. Short dig. All the roof shoring has collapsed. Moved a lot 

of timber and rocks. Removed a few buckets of spoil and rescued various amphibians. Downward 

progress is easy, but the sides are very loose. 
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21st June. Longwood Swallet P. & A. Moody, T. Lyons. To the ‘end’ of Renolds. The boulder of 14/6 

had vanished and Alison was able to push a further 10ft or so. The rift was not as deep as we thought 

(only 6ft) but far from being open at the end it was only a few inches wide. The draught and roar of water 

are most encouraging but no sign of an immediate break-through. Lengthened the bang wire. 

 

22nd June Swildon's Hole - Damascus. P. & A. Moody. Managed to syphon the first duck dry, then spent 

a couple of hours trying to dig out the drain hole for the duck but it is very small and choked. 

 

28th June Swildon's Hole. - S.E. Inlets P. & A. Moody Removed 5 buckets spoil from Sidcot Dig. 

Discovered a phreatic tube in the roof of the approach rift to Keith's Chamber. Requires pushing. 

 

5th July Swildon's Hole - Sidcot Dig. P. & A. Moody, P. Dunk, T. Jennings, D. Clark. Major attack on the 

U-tube. Moved a great deal of mud and uncovered start of passage leading up to pot. No airspace over 

mud, thus bad problem with CO2. 

 

12th July Swildon's Hole - Sidcot Dig. P. & A. Moody, P. Simpson. Took a 6ft ladder for middle section 

of dig which was becoming impossible to climb loaded with a bucket of mud. Dig had dried out 

somewhat and in a 6h session we managed to progress within a few feet of the pot. A couple of hours 

should see us in Renascence again. 

 

19th July SwiIdon’s Hole - Sidcot Dig. P. & A. Moody, R. Websell, S. & P. Gough. We found 1ft water 

at the bottom of the dig and a fair sized stream flowing in from Renascence. We dug on towards the pot 

and removed a fair amount of clatch including a fair-sized limestone block. We reached the bottom of the 

pot but were unable to dig on as all the oxygen was exhausted. 

 

27th July Swildon, a Hole - Sidcot Dig. P. & A. Moody and S. Gough. Dig slumped and sumped. Alison 

pushed the passage found on 28/6 to an impassable squeeze. Her light could be seen at the top of an aven 

immediately before Keith's Chamber. 

 

23rd August Longwood Swallet P. & A. Moody Cave was very dry but the roar of a large stream could 

still be heard at the end of Renold's Passage. Banged the terminal rift which can be seen continuing for 

another 10ft. 

 

25th Aug. Swildon’s Hole P. & A. Moody. Dug some bones from the passage near Kenney's Dig in 

Upper Swildon‘s. In all we found 2 hip bones, a femur and part of a jaw, identified as horse or pony by 

Tony Audsley, who could not date them. Also found in the passage fill a piece of pottery and a small 

worked flint. 

 

30th Aug. Eastwater Cavern - Primrose Pot. P. & A. Moody, M. Faulkner, P. Hiscock. Took a look at the 

choke at the bottom of the pot which the SMCC had dug on several occasions last year. Some of the spoil 

(gravel and cobbles) had been re-deposited in the dig by the winter floods but after an hours work Alison 

was through into virgin passage. The dig is really just a short U-tube but with a corkscrew bend on the 

upslope of the far side which no-one else could negotiate. The new passage was a high rift with a good 

lead in the roof which Alison was unable to enter without help. Another passage went off to the right but 

looked as if it would choke. 

 

6th September Eastwater Cavern - Primrose Pot. P. & A. Moody, M. Faulkner. We spent an hour or so 

digging at the squeeze but Mark was still unable to pass. Alison pushed the RH passage to 30ft to where it 

becomes too tight. The aven in the roof was much too narrow but is definitely going into something big. 

While I was preparing a charge for the squeeze Mark located our voices coming from a rift by the first 

crawl. A 15ft climb led high into a rift with a very clear aural connection with us but it was too narrow to 

follow. Banged the aven as planned. PM. 
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10th October Maesbury Swallet P. & A. Moody, G. & L. Price (CSS) Found by the Cerberus earlier this 

year this is an interesting cave, unfortunately it never really gets going. The 400ft or so of passage is 

really a maze at a shallow depth, developing at last a couple of hundred feet from the entrance. Here it 

enters solid limestone and a couple of tributaries augment the stream to a respectable size but then the 

cave ends in a gravel sump too tight to dive and too hopeless to dig. 

 

10th October Swildon's Hole P. & A. Moody, P. & D. Whittington. Quick trip round the Troubles was 

enlivened when Alison slid into 60ft of virgin passage. If instead of turning left into Glistening Gallery 

after the Troubles one continues straight on a small stream can be followed up to the right to a pot. (I 

think Fred D. and Mike T. had a go at banging it years ago without success) Alison went down it and 

came out in a cross passage with a small stream. Downstream went to a second pot which was not 

descended, upstream it went for 40ft or so until the rift closed up. 


